
Spring Classes 2017

Stories. Everywhere.



Everyone 
has a 
story.

W E  WA N T  Y O U R S .

Gotham Writers Workshop is a creative home in New York 
City and Online where writers develop their craft and come 
together in the spirit of discovery and fellowship. We’ve been 
teaching creative writing to students since 1993. 
 
We believe that everyone has a story to tell. Indeed, many 
stories. Keep your eyes and mind open and you will find them 
everywhere. And we can help you tell your stories better. 
 
Whether you’re a new writer looking to explore, or an 
experienced writer looking to strengthen your skills,  
our classes will help you reach your goals—through clear 
instruction on elements of craft, critique in a safe environment, 
and a structured process that keeps your work on track. 

We also teach Business Writing, with the same verve and 
expertise we bring to our creative writing courses.  
 
We strive to give each student the best possible learning 
experience. Class size is strictly limited so you never get lost 
in a crowd. And our instructors are consistently excellent—
working writers who are as skilled at teaching as they are  
at writing. 
 
We are invested in helping students find the writing class that 
is most appropriate for their particular needs. Explore our 
website, and feel free to discuss options via email or phone. 
 
Thousands of people have been enriched by the Gotham 
experience. It’s why we’ve been around for over twenty years.

The story on the cover of this brochure comes from  
the #GWstorieseverywhere contest. Details on the back cover. 

Written by Carol Hillson – @carolhillson
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Ways to Learn

10-Week Workshops
These classes use a combination 
of lectures, exercises, and 
workshopping (critiquing of 
student projects). In New York 
City, they meet for three hours per 
week; online, each session begins 
at the same time each week, and 
unfolds gradually all week long. 
Available in Level I, II, III.

$425 — NYC
$399 — Online

6-Week Classes
These classes let students explore 
a variety of forms and concepts in 
a low-pressure manner, through 
a combination of lectures and 
exercises. In New York City, they 
meet for three hours per week 
(two hours for Business Writing); 
online, each session begins at the 
same time each week, and unfolds 
gradually all week long. (Timing 
and price is different for Business 
Writing.) All Level I.

$315 — NYC
$299 — Online

Selling Seminars
These courses emphasize the 
business side of writing. The New 
York City versions take place 
over two three-hour sessions. The 
online versions take place over 
four weeks. All Level I.

$165

Intensives
In NYC, these are seven-hour 
crash courses, taking place all in 
one day. The online versions take 
place over three weeks. All Level I.  

$150

Registration fee for all classes: 
$25 paid once per term.

Online classes draw together  
writers from across the globe.

ONLINE CLASSES BEGIN THROUGHOUT  

MARCH, APRIL, AND MAY.

In-person classes in NYC. 
NYC CLASSES BEGIN THROUGHOUT MARCH,  

APRIL, AND MAY. MANY OF THEM  

BEGIN THE WEEK OF APRIL 10. 

Courses

Essentials
Creative Writing 101 is an ideal 
starting point for writers, to test the 
waters or wash off the rust. The 
other courses here focus on crucial 
aspects of the writing craft, useful 
for all types of writing.  

CREATIVE WRITING 101  

CHARACTER  

DIALOGUE 

GRAMMAR: WRITE IT RIGHT!  

THE WRITER’S MIND  

THE EDITOR’S EYE

IN (VERSE): POETIC TECHNIQUES 
FOR NON-POETS

SOCIAL MEDIA 

Professional Development
These courses sharpen your skills 
in the workplace, or help you 
build a platform as a writer, or 
guide you through the tricky task 
of publishing your work. We also 
offer Corporate Classes.

BUSINESS WRITI NG  

BLOG BASICS 

BLOG WRITING 

HOW TO GET PUBLISHED 

NONFICTION BOOK PROPOSAL

HIT SEND: PUBLISHING SHORT 
NONFICTION 

Teen Classes
Pressure-free, creativity-stretching, 
not-like-school courses for writers 
ages 13-17. Useful for expanding your 
talent or gaining skills bound to help 
with essays and schoolwork.  

UNBOUND: CREATIVE WRITING

TRUE STORY: CREATIVE NONFICTION

WRITE IT RIGHT!: GRAMMAR FOR TEENS

One-on-One
It’s wonderful to learn in a group 
setting, but sometimes one-on-one 
is the right match. You may want 
a private class, or “doctoring” on a 
specific project, or a professional 
mentor to guide you, or one of our 
specialty arrangements. 

DOCTORING— BOOK/STORY/SCRIPT 

MENTORSHIPS 

PRIVATE SESSIONS AND CLASSES 

PRIVATE GRAMMAR SESSIONS

PRIVATE BUSINESS WRITING 
SESSION/CLASS

COVER LETTER COACHING 

COLLEGE ESSAY COACHING 

MFA APPLICATION ASSISTANCE 

BLOG LAUNCH

Fiction
Whether delving inside the truth 
of our everyday lives or letting us 
escape into an entertaining page-
turner, fiction takes us through the 
“looking-glass” into a world that’s  
a curious mixture of real and  
made-up.    

FICTION/NOVEL

CHILDREN’S BOOKS 

SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY 

MYSTERY

ROMANCE

COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS

READING FICTION

Nonfiction
Whether it’s an experience found 
in your kitchen or halfway around 
the world, whether it’s an idea you 
can’t forget or a conversation with 
a fascinating person, sometimes 
the most intriguing stories are true. 

CREATIVE NONFICTION 101

MEMOIR

ESSAY & OPINION 

PERSONAL ESSAY 

ARTICLE

TRAVEL WRITING 

FOOD WRITING

Scriptwriting
We all like to be entertained, 
whether it’s watching a 
performance live on stage or 
flickering on a screen. Here’s 
where you learn to write the 
material that holds those 
audiences in thrall.

WRITING SCRIPTS 101

SCREENWRITING

TV WRITING 

PLAYWRITING 

DOCUMENTARY FILM 

SCRIPT ANALYSIS

VIDEO GAME WRITING

WEB SERIES

Comedy, Poetry & Song
Send words soaring in the  
lyricism of poetry or song.  
Or get people high on laughter 
through stand-up comedy or 
humorous prose.  

POETRY

SONGWRITING

HUMOR WRITING 

STAND-UP COMEDY
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The most challenging part of writing is often just getting 
started—daring yourself into the wide-openness of the  

blank page. We invite you to do just that.  

To help out, we present several “story starters”  
and some tantalizing blank space to write upon.

Write Now

Begin a story inspired by this photograph. 

I T ' S  A  V I S U A L

Imagine you’re working on your own standup comedy act. See if you 
can find interesting or humorous ideas doing the following:  
 
• Write down three aspects of your life  
   (dating woes, planning a Bar Mitzvah, etc.). 
• Write down three things going on in the world  
   (politics, current TV shows, etc.). 
• Write down three random things  
   (Grape Nuts have neither grapes nor nuts). 

Pick one or more of these ideas, and start teasing out funny stories 
or observations. Hint: the best humor springs from truth rather than 
just trying to be funny. 

Characters are what make people care about stories. You can always 
use yourself or the many people you know as characters. But it also 
helps to widen the search. Look around, today, maybe even right now. 
Pick someone you don’t know (or don’t know well) and start asking 
yourself questions about that person. 

•  Where does that person live? With whom? 

•  What is that person’s job? Hobby? 

•  What is in that person’s refrigerator? On the nightstand? 

•  What is that person’s secret?  

•  What does the person most desire? Most fear?

Imagine answers, write them down, and see if a  
story starts coming to mind. 

F I N D  A  C H A R A C T E R

Y O U R  S TA N D U P  C O M E D Y  A C T

Photograph by Ben White
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“I don’t really remember a beginning to writ-
ing,” says Gotham Creative Nonfiction and 
Article Writing teacher Sarah McColl. When 
she was young—aside from participating in 
the normal kid stuff like running around 
with her siblings, riding bikes, building forts, 
and watching fine television (programs like 
Hey Dude and Murder She Wrote)—Sarah 
also loved school. Sarah is the kind of person 
who can say simply “I’ve always really loved 
school,” and make it sound, well, cool.

Writing, a big part of what she loved about 
school, transformed into an outlet for young 
Sarah. Aside from her diary, which she’s 

kept since first grade, she also penned her 
own stories. “Looking back,” she says, “I 
think I was trying to make sense of the 
changes in my life that I couldn’t control.” 
These changes included her mother’s divorce, 
a big move from Texas to Massachusetts, and 
a large family that grew upon her mother’s 
remarriage. There were already four kids 
in the family when a stepbrother was added 
into the mix. “All those siblings felt like be-
ing in a gang or at a constant party,” she says 
and adds, “But I was always very concerned 
about getting my fair share at dinner.”

Speaking of food, Sarah’s professional writ-
ing career started with a food blog. She start-
ed the blog in order to learn more about 
cooking and this led her to a series of jobs 
and a desire to pursue writing as a career. 

“Writing,” she says, “can be really challenging 
work, but it’s also the most satisfying work 
I’ve ever known.

Today, Sarah’s concerns are still food ori-
ented. As a food writer and editor she is 
wrapped up in the who’s, why’s, where’s, and 
how’s of our food system. “We so take food 
for granted and expect it to be dirt-cheap, but 
those grocery store prices don’t accurately re-
flect the time, labor, or resources that went 
into growing, harvesting, and bringing that 
food to market,” says Sarah.

Her name appears on the bylines of publica-
tions such as Bon Appetite, Yahoo Food, Food 
52, Epicurus, and TakePart. Her articles have 
titles like “This Food Truck Wants to Serve 

Up Dinner and Social Justice” and “Are Your 
Summer Berries Being Picked  
by Abused Farmworkers?” She is clearly  
interested in the people behind the food.  
The ones “working really thoughtfully sev-
en days a week to remake our food system 
in a more sustainable way. Especially small 
farmers and especially women in sustain-
able agriculture.”

Just as she did when she was a kid, Sarah is 
still using writing to make meaning out of 
the world. “Only now, instead of writing the 
future in thinly-veiled fiction, I am trying to 
order and understand the past and present 
through my nonfiction work.”

She is currently on a writing retreat at the 
Vermont Studio Center working on some 
new nonfiction pieces and a mother/daugh-
ter memoir. She describes the retreat as her 

“idea of heaven on Earth: a vibrant communi-
ty of artists, time and space to work, whole-
some hippie food, miles of country roads  
to ramble.”

When she returns to her home of Brooklyn, 
she is likely to be spotted enjoying a margar-
ita happy hour or roaming the fresh picks at 
the local greenmarkets. Both of which she 
will likely churn into a story or two.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I didn’t start out writing for  
children. Like many of my  
fellow young adult/middle- 
grade authors, I spent quite a  
few years (five) writing adult 
fiction before getting published. 
Then a well-intentioned woman 
in a writing course made the  
unwelcome suggestion that I  
consider writing for children. 
Hey, just because I wrote about 
children didn’t mean I was rele-
gated to writing for children.

But after a good cry, I went home 
and gave it a try. I soon began 
getting my first handwritten, per-
sonal—and helpful—rejections. 
It took a lot of work, a couple 
of Society of Children’s Book 
Writers & Illustrators confer-
ences, and a children’s writing 
critique group until I finally 
found the right combination  
of what had been brewing  
inside me.

Here are six lessons I learned 
about writing for young adults:

 

POV
Get the POV right. I don’t just 
mean first person or second 
person, but from what point in 
time is your narrator speaking? 
In writing for young adults, do 
not write as an adult looking 
back. The perspective needs to 
be immediate. A teenage charac-
ter can look back on his younger 
years, but he cannot have an 
adult’s wisdom gained from 
hindsight. This is harder than it 
seems. It requires truly putting 
yourself in the teenage mind 
and often not caring much at all 
about the grown-up world.

Age
Make sure your character’s age 
suits your audience. The age 
of the protagonist in YA novels 
will likely be the age of your in-
tended reader. Kids will read up 
but not down; they will pick up 
a book about a kid a few years 
older than they are but not the 
other way around. Therefore, 
middle-grade novels tend to deal 
with middle-school-age charac-
ters and young-adult novels deal 
with high school-age characters. 
However, most high-school stu-
dents read adult books, so the 
real audience for YAs is seventh-
, eighth- and ninth-graders. The 
important thing, again, is not to 
have an adult perspective, not 
to “look back” and reflect on the 
emotion or the situation. Your 
character needs to learn, grow 
and change during the course of 
the novel from the events she is 
experiencing in the book. (This 
is how YA novels differ from 

novels for adults that feature an 
adolescent protagonist.)

Voice/Language
Figure out the voice, and the 
language will follow. Sentence 
structure, vocabulary, and even 
plot structure in a middle-school 
novel will be more complex than 
a chapter book, but perhaps not 
as complicated as a YA. Do not 
dwell on this while writing your 
first draft, though. Find the right 
voice, and the right language will 
follow. If you have to consider if 
a word or sentence structure is 
right for your book, chances are 
you haven’t nailed the voice yet. 
Don’t talk down to your reader. 
There is very little (if any) dif-
ference in the language of a YA 
novel than an adult one.

Touchy Subjects
Don’t shy away from touchy sub-
jects. Pretty much any issue 
goes these days in terms of what 
is appropriate for young-adult 
fiction. As a general rule, mid-
dle-grade fiction will not ac-
tively involve sex or drugs. For 
young-adult novels, there are no 
bounds in terms of topic; you 
can write about sexuality, homo-
sexuality, abuse, drunk driving, 
incest or rape. But it is not about 
finding an issue and then creat-
ing a story around it. It is about 
finding the right voice, finding 
the right character, and telling 
his story.

Preachiness
Don’t get preachy. “If you want 
to send a message, call Western 

Union.” This quote, often at-
tributed to Samuel Goldwyn, 
says it all. Nobody wants to be 
taught lessons when they are 
reading fiction. Never is this 
truer than in writing for young 
adults. Writers do not need to 
answer questions, only raise 
them. Certainly your views and 
opinions will peek through your 
narrative, but do not enter this 
special contract between reader 
and writer with the intention 
of changing someone’s mind or 
preaching. Teenagers have radar 
for this, and the voice will feel  
inauthentic because—well, it 
will be.

Hopeful Endings
Write hopeful endings. For the 
most part, young-adult novelists 
leave their readers with hope, if 
only a glimmer, despite what-
ever grim action came before. 
Adult novels, while dealing 
with the same issues, can leave 
a reader utterly sad, even com-
pletely bereft. But in writing for 
young adults there still seems to 
be a sense of responsibility—not 
to drill in lessons and give warn-
ings, but to allow for possibility. 
Let your readers believe that in 
the end the power, the choice,  
is theirs.

Nora Raleigh Baskin is the author 
of numerous books for children, 
including Nine, Ten: A 
September 11 Story.

SEE MORE FACULTY ARTICLES AND 
PROFILES ON OUR WEBSITE. 

SIX TIPS FOR 
WRITING 

YOUNG ADULT 
NOVELS 

Gotham Faculty

A great self-journey that  
just happens to be taken  

with strangers who become 
friends and confidants.

—Jeffrey Strockbine, architect

I would liken this class to an  
oasis for a weary desert nomad,  

a place that feeds, nourishes, and 
strengthens a writer’s soul.

—Judy Wang, photographer

Very motivating,  
very well-organized, 
worth every penny.

—Natalie Rowe, artist

The teacher is a joyful and 
energetic raconteur who 

entertains, educates,  
and always encourages.  

He is the Big Bang of ideas.
—Michael Bennett, rehabilitation physician

Inredibly informative! 
Inspirational! It was  
worth every penny!

—Pia Cornaro, communication trainer

Student Voices
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Faculty Insight
BY NORA RALEIGH BASKIN

Faculty Profile
BY MELISSA BLUMBERG 

This was the best course I 
have ever taken and I have 
BA, MA, and PhD degrees 

from Ivy League schools.
—Cary Bell, school administrator

SARAH MCCOLL 



For competition rules and online entry form,  
—  visit  —

G O T H A M W R I T E R S . C O M / B E A H E R O

HERE’S WHAT HAPPENS: 
The teacher gives an interesting 
writing prompt. Everyone writes 
for a while. Then, those who want 
to read aloud their work. You 
take a break and socialize over 
refreshments. Then you go through 
the process one more time. Then 
you socialize a little more. It’s  
two hours of writer’s heaven. 
You can sign up in advance                 
or just drop in. 

FRIDAY EVENINGS IN MANHATTAN 
6:30–8:30 pm

$20 per session
See our website for details.
 

Do you wish there was a place you could go for  
writing inspiration and practice? Where you could  

hang out with other writers? Without needing to make  
a long-term commitment or spend a lot of money?  

With food and drink involved? 
 

Gotham Write-Ins are that place.

W R I T E - I N S

F R E E  E V E N T S

We do free classes and other fun things around New York 
City—at bookstores, bars, Bryant Park, etc. It’s our way of 
showcasing what we do and getting to know you. See our 

website for upcoming events. 

At this precarious time in the  
United States, we need people to be  
heroes. This isn’t a battle between 
Republicans and Democrats. This 
is a battle between right and wrong. 
And we need heroes who are willing 
to fight for what is right—across this 
country and around the world.   

In that spirit, we invite you to write 
a story about a hero in 50 words or 
fewer. (You can use a title, if you 
choose, which doesn’t go into the 
word count.) It should be about 
someone who fought for the right 
thing in a way that called for courage 
and commitment. This can be a  
personal story about, say, your  
father rescuing you when you were 
lost in the woods, or a public story 
about, say, Rosa Parks not moving 
to the back of the bus. It could also 
be a made-up story, even an artful 
retelling of a favorite, such as Erin 
Brockovich or A Tale of Two Cities.
 

We will send the winning entry to 
each of the 100 U.S. senators and 
the 435 members of the House of 
Representatives, along with an en-
treaty for them to be heroes, protect-
ing our country by standing up for 
what is obviously right, despite any 
political risk. 

Also, the winner gets a free Gotham 
class of his or her choosing. 

We will broadcast this contest as far 
and wide as we possibly can, hoping 
to inspire people everywhere to  
be heroes. 

 

S P R I N G  C O N T E S T 
Be A 
Hero
Contest
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Stories are, truly, everywhere—every 
place you look, everyone you meet, 

everything you experience.  
Every day is filled with hundreds 
of potential stories awaiting your 

imagination and craft. 

Each month we invite you to post a story on Twitter at 
#GWstorieseverywhere. Your stories (which can be true or made up)  

will be inspired by what you see, know, or do, and they  
should relate in some way to these monthly themes:

At the end of each month, we will pick our favorite and reward 
that person with a free Gotham writing class. Your story must be 
no longer than 140 characters, including spaces and the hashtag 

#GWstorieseverywhere.   
 

The story on the cover of this brochure comes from this  
very contest. The theme was surprising encounter: 

His sign read  
“Stranded. Spaceship broken.”  

I pressed a dollar in  
his hand & said:  

“My brother’s spaceship’s  
broken too.”

By Carol Hillson 
@carolhillson

Everyone has a story. Especially you. 

gothamwriters.com
212–974–8377 

MARCH

broken promise

APRIL

voyeur

MAY

sunday
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